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MAXIMUM IMPACT, MINIMUM INVESTMENT!

GRAPHIC SERVICES

The Exhibitors’ Handbook is your guide to the most comprehensive selection of tradeshow, 
display and presentation products and solutions.

Today’s technology puts high quality, large scale graphics within the reach of every exhibitor’s budget. A 
breathtaking graphic grabs attention and will stop traffic at your booth! 
 
We have a wealth of tradeshow experience and a complete range of graphic services to offer. Together with 
traditional large-format, high quality inkjet murals and banners, we also offer “back-lit” transparencies, CNC 
cut vinyl, raised lettering, silkscreen printing and most other forms of signage.

With so many choices to improve the appearance of your presentation, graphics should be viewed as essen-
tial and not a luxury.

For more information about adding graphics to any of the products in this catalog, or if you already own a 
display and are simply looking for new or replacement graphics, call us today and our experienced graphics 
specialists can help you take your display to a new level!

CONTENTS

No matter how large or small the project, we understand your presentation needs.

Our commitment to you is to provide a wide spectrum of choices and options, reliable quality and fast, 
friendly and efficient service!

From small presentations to full blown tradeshow exhibits, you will find everything you need, right here at 
your fingertips. Our cost efficient, value for money pricing will allow you to unleash YOUR marketing animal!

Now you can check out all our products and options and see what’s new online! Visit our new online 
catalog at: www.exhibitors-handbook.com
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BANNER STANDS: RETRACTABLE

IMAGINE
PREMIUM

A premium, single-sided cassette 
banner with features that include a 
ratchet graphic tensioner, self-adhesive 
slide-in direct-to-roller graphic 
mounting, universal dual option 
gripper/self-adhesive slide-in top 
rail, anti-slip strips along the base 
unit, clip-in integral pole and allen 
key storage. EVA molded carrying/
storage bag included.
Order ref: IMG

Graphic size is variable: 31/5” W x 
29.53”-83.85” (+12” bleed)
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CONTENDER
AFFORDABLE

A market leader with sturdy construction 
and a sleek, ergonomic appearance. 
A carry bag is included.

Available in 4 sizes

Contender Mini
High-shine Silver: CN-24-S
Silk Black finish: CN-24-B
Graphic size: 23.5”W x 78”H (+ 6” bleed).
Contender Standard
High-shine Silver: CN-30-S
Silk Black finish: CN-30-B
Graphic size: 29.5”W x 78”H (+ 6” bleed).
Contender Mega
High-shine Silver: CN-36-S
Silk Black: CN-36-B
Graphic size: 35.5”W x 78”H (+ 6” bleed).
Contender Monster
Silk Black: CN-48-B
Graphic size: 47.5”W x 78”H (+ 6” bleed).

PACIFIC
31.5” AFFORDABLE

Superb quality at an 
affordable price make 
the Pacific banner stand 
a great choice. Finished 
in stylish Anodized Silver 
with heavy duty molded 
end plates and a swivel-
out foot. Padded carry 
bag included. 
Order ref: PAC-800-S
Graphic size: 31.5”W 
x 83.375”H
(+ 6” bleed).

Available in 2 sizes

Pacific Grande is a 
wider version!
Order ref: PAC-1000-S
Graphic size: 39.25”W x 
83.375”H
(+ 6” bleed at 
bottom).

ORIENT
AFFORDABLE

Quick and simple to use, the 
Orient combines elegance 
with excellent value. Finished 
in anodized Silver with heavy 
duty molded end plates. 
Padded carry bag included. 
Order ref: ONT-800-S
Graphic size: 31.5”W x 83.375”H 
(+ 6” bleed).
Orient Grande is the same 
great style in a wider size!
Order ref: ONT-1000-S
Graphic size: 31.5”W x 83.375”H 
(+ 6” bleed).

BANNER STANDS: RETRACTABLE- SINGLE SIDED

BARRACUDA
31.5” SINGLE-SIDED PREMIUM
A premium quality, single-sided 
banner stand with refined 
styling, a graphic tensioner, a 
sleek profile & quick change 
graphic system. Padded carry 
bag included. 
Order ref: BCD
Graphic size is variable: 31.5”W up to 
83.85”H (+ 12” bleed).
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BANNER STANDS: RETRACTABLE– DOUBLE-SIDED

ORIENT 2
AFFORDABLE DOUBLE-SIDED

A double-sided version of our 
top seller! Finished in Anodized 
Silver with heavy duty molded 
end plates. Padded carry bag 
is included. 
Order ref: ONT-800-DBL-S
Graphic size: 31.5”W 
x 84”H (+ 6” bleed)

Available in 2 sizes

The same great style is  also 
available in a wider size!
Order ref: ONT-1000-DBL-S
Graphic size: 39.25”W x 84”H 
(+ 6” bleed at bottom).

ADVANCE
31.5” DOUBLE-SIDED 

PREMIUM
Premium quality, double-
sided banner stand features 
a new graphic tensioner, 
a simple, drop-in cassette 
housing & anti-slip strips 
along the base. Padded 
carry bag included. 
Order ref: ADV
Graphic size is variable: 
31.5”W up to 83.85”H
(+ 12” bleed).

EXCALIBUR
31.5” DOUBLE-SIDED 

PREMIUM
Premium quality, double-sided 
banner stand with a sleek 
new design, graphic tensioner, 
integrated pole storage & quick 
change graphic system. 
Padded carry bag included. 
Order ref: EXC
Graphic size is variable: 31.5”W 
up to 83.85”H (+ 12” bleed).

CHALLENGER
DOUBLE-SIDED PREMIUM

A double sided display with the 
convenience of a retractable 
banner stand. Constructed from 
aluminum and steel with two built 
in retractor mechanisms that allow 
you to present two graphics back-
to-back and wide stabilizing feet. 
Bag included.

Available in 2 sizes
and colors

Challenger
High-shine Silver: CH-BF-30-S
Silk Black: CH-BF-30-B
Graphic size: 29.5”W x 80”H
(+ 6” bleed).
Challenger Mega
High-shine Silver: CH-BF-36-S
Silk Black: CH-BF-36-B
Graphic size: 35.5”W x 80”H
(+6” bleed).
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UNO II
DOUBLE SIDED 
BANNER STAND

A great, double-sided 
variation of  the standard 
Uno telescopic banner 
stand that is easy to use 
and simple to set up. 
Carry bag  included. 
Order ref: UN-2-ST
Graphic size: 31.5” Wide
Height is variable: 35”- 86”

UNO
TELESCOPIC 

BANNER STAND
The Uno banner stand 
design is recognized 
as the market leader 
because of its versatility 
and ease of use. All 
aluminum construction 
makes the durable Uno 
a great value. All kits 
include a carry bag with 
graphic storage.
Uno Standard
31.5” wide: UN-1-ST
Graphic size: 31.5”W x 
35”- 86”H
Uno Mega
36” wide: UN-1-MG
Graphic size: 35.5”W x 
35”- 86”H 
Uno Monster
48” wide: UN-1-MO
Graphic size 48”W x 
35”-86”H 

BANNER STANDS: TELESCOPIC
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BANNER STANDS: TELESCOPIC

DASH MINI 
TRIPOD TELESCOPIC BANNER STAND

Dash Mini is a well crafted tripod 
banner stand. Manufactured of 
anodized aluminum, it’s very stable, 
quick & easy to erect. Available as a 
single sided or double sided unit. A 
carry bag is included.
Dash Mini single sided: DSH-M
Graphic size: 31.5”W up to 78.5”H
(.5” bleed at top & bottom)
Dash Mini double sided: DSH-M-2

DASH MINI OPTIONS
An optional 3 pocket literature dispenser 
is available. When adding the literature 
pocket, graphic size is 31.5”W x 44.5”H.
Order ref: DSH-M-L-1
Double sided unit with 2 literature dispensers–
Order ref: DSH-M-L-2

UNO MURAL
LINKED BANNER STANDS

Three standard 31.5” Uno banner stands 
can be linked together to create a full 
graphic back wall. Uno Mural kits come 
complete with edge to edge magnetic 
tape, system locks and a molded transit 
case. Order ref: UNM-1-ST Graphic size: 
3x31.5”W x 35”- 86”H systems.

PEGASUS
TWO WAY ADJUSTABLE TELESCOPIC BANNER STAND

The Pegasus system can be used as a single or double-sided unit. The dual telescopic 
poles (horizontal and vertical) allow the user the option to present banner graphics 
from a visual minimum of 52.5 wide” up to 95” wide and from a visual minimum of 36” 
high up to 96” high. Available in Silver or Black. Comes complete with a carry bag.
Silver finish: PGSUS-S
Black finish: PGSUS-B

DASH MEGA 
TRIPOD TELESCOPIC BANNER STAND

Dash Mega is a well crafted tripod 
banner stand. Manufactured of 
anodized aluminum, it’s very stable, 
quick & easy to erect. Available as a 
single or double sided unit. A carry 
bag with tube is included.
Dash Mega single sided: DSH-ME-1
Graphic size: 36”W up to 95”H
(Live area is .75” less at top and bottom)
Dash Mega double sided: DSH-ME-2
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BANNER STANDS: SPRING 

I-BANNER
SPRING BACK BANNER STAND

Available in three widths. Poles can be added or removed to give various 
height options (poles are included). Lightweight carry bag included.
24” wide (I-Banner 620): IB-620
Graphic size: 24”W X 59”H or 78.5”H 
27” wide (I-Banner 700): IB-700
Graphic size: 27”W X 59”H or 78.5”H
36” wide (I-Banner 920): IB-920
Graphic size: 35.25”W X
59”H or 78.5”H

VORT-X
 X FRAME BANNER STAND

A lightweight X frame banner 
display designed to take a vinyl 
graphic with eyelet grommet 
corners. Can be used as single 
or double sided.
Order ref: VTX-2
Graphic size: Overall graphic 
size is 27.5”W X 70.75”H.

ARK ADVANCE
 SPRING BACK BANNER STAND

Technology and elegance are 
combined in one great product. 
The Ark includes cast aluminum feet 
and a “pro style” carry bag with a 
tubular inner liner. Great for trade 
shows and corporate receptions!
Graphic size: 31.5”W x 86”H

LIGHTNING
ECONOMY TENSION-BACK 

BANNER STAND
Light weight and easy to use, the 
Lightning is a good all around 
tension-back banner stand. Snap-
lock graphic rails make changing 
the graphic fast and simple. The 
Lightning comes complete with a 
budget carry bag.
Order ref: LTNG
Graphic size: 31.5” W X 77.5” H
(+ .5” bleed at top & bottom)
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BANNER STANDS: OUTDOOR

STORM PRO
OUTDOOR BANNER STAND

The Storm PRO features heavy duty construction and excellent strength and 
stability. Each unit comes with a hollow base that can be filled with water or sand. 
The telescopic support pole and completely adjustable central hub allow you to 
vary the height of the graphic to fit your needs and rotate the graphic 45° or from 
horizontal to vertical. Available in a silver finish. Note: Graphic does not rotate when 
set to maximum height.
Single sided: STRM-PR
Double sided: STRM-PR2
Graphic height varies: 23.5”W X 63”H as shown
23.5”W X 86”H when using the bottom graphic clips shown
on the right.

STORM HD
HEAVY DUTY OUTDOOR BANNER STAND
The Storm HD has an oversized hollow base 
to which either water or sand can be added 
as a weighting agent. Great for high traffic 
areas or extreme weather conditions. Can be 
single or double sided. Carry bag included.
Single sided Storm HD: STRM–1
Double sided  Storm HD: STRM–2
Graphic size: 24.5”W X 71”H with 
grommets in each corner.

ROCKET
 PORTABLE OUTDOOR

SIDEWALK SIGN SYSTEM
The Rocket is ideal for sidewalk 
advertising. The base can be 
filled with water for stability 
and the spring loaded 
graphic support provides the 
flexibility needed to handle the 
change of outdoor elements. 
Graphic size: variable, maximum 
recommended size is 24”W x 36”H.    
Order ref: RCKT

MISTRAL
OUTDOOR LIGHT POLE BANNER 

HANGER
Street pole banner campaigns are ideal 
for community street beautification 
campaigns, special event signage, 
seasonal  decorations, special events– 
you name it. Mistral features nonrusting, 
stainless steel, cast aluminum and 
fiberglass construction. Designed for 
hanging outdoor banners from street 
poles and street light posts. The 36” 
fiberglass rod can be cut down for 
narrower graphics. Graphic height is 
variable, maximum width is 36”W.
Order ref: OUT-PST-BNR

WHIRLWIND
DOUBLE-SIDED OUTDOOR SIGNBOARD
The Whirlwind features tool-free 
assembly and rugged aluminum and 
powder coated steel construction. 
The dual spring design flexes to help 
withstand wind gusts. The hollow 
base can be filled with water or sand 
for extra stability and has wheels for 
easy installation and removal.

Approx. graphic size: 23.23”W x 32.87”H.
Order ref: WHRL-WND
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WIND DANCER
TELESCOPIC OUTDOOR FLAGPOLE

Wind Dancer is a great option for outdoor 
and indoor banner display. It offers an 
adjustable display height of up to 16’ and 
comes with a hollow base allowing the 
option of adding either water or sand as a 
weighting agent. The constructed unit is easy 
to position, erect and remove. Complete 
user instructions included.
Order ref: WIND-MX
Graphic size: 43”W X 144”H Allow 1.5” for 
grommets along the top and inside edges.

SPINNAKER
DOUBLE SIDED BILLBOARD

A versatile indoor/outdoor 
billboard that can be used for single 
or double sided presentation. With 
a maximum graphic area of 8’ 
wide x 8’high (weather and wind 
conditions permitting), it’s an ideal 
promotional solution for outdoor 
events, advertisements, exhibitions 
and public areas such as airports 
and shopping centers. Units can 
be linked together for added 
impact! 
Order ref: SPKR
Graphic size: 98”W
Graphic height is variable:
45” minimum up to 94”

MONSOON
The MONSOON - is a semi-portable double sided billboard 
that features a strong frame that is both easy and quick to 
assemble. The graphic size is 32”H x 92.125”W and typically  
uses a vinyl banner that can be secured into place by 
bungee rope and banner grommets. (Banner and Bungee 
not included). Order ref: MONSN-2

SCROLLING/OUTDOOR BANNERS & FLAGPOLES

WIND DANCER
LANYARD

FLAGPOLE OPTION
Allows a standard Wind 
Dancer unit to be converted 
into a flagpole.
Order ref: WND-MX-FPCK

WIND
DANCER

SPIRE
DOUBLE-SIDED
WIND DANCER 

OPTION
Allows a standard 
Wind Dancer unit 
to be converted to 
a doubled-sided 
“V” shaped banner. 
Approximate graphic 
dimensions:
top 40”W
bottom 19.6”W
height: 157.5”H 
Order ref: WIND-MX-FPCK2 

Kit  includes: top and 
bottom pole hardware, 
graphic attachment rings 
and ring stops.

REVOLUTION
MOTORIZED SCROLLING

BANNER STAND
The Revolution is a motorized 
scrolling banner display system. 
Unlike the Maverick, the Revolution 
is not a floor standing unit, therefore 
the graphic can vary in height. It can 
be suspended from ceiling hooks 
(not included) or attached to a wall. 
The Revolution adds movement 
to practically any flat surface! 
Carry bag included. Graphic size: 
32.5”W x 160”H (maximum height of 
looped graphic)
Order ref: REV-850-S

MAVERICK STANDARD
ECONOMY MOTORIZED

SCROLLING BANNER STAND
Twin Telescopic arms allow you to set the 
height of your display from 48” up to 72”. The 
scrolling mechanism at the top offers a wide 
variety of options for the length and style of 
your graphic. The Maverick Standard utilizes 
standard 110v power and comes complete 
with a carry bag. Graphic size: 28.75”W x 145”H 
(maximum height of looped graphic) 
Order ref: MAV-STD
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TABLE ACE
MINI TABLETOP BANNER STANDS

A series of 3 different sized tabletop stands. Sold in packs of 3, Black only.
3 pack for 6” W x 12 H” graphic: TB-ACE-1
3 pack for 6” W x 24 H” graphic: TB-ACE-2
3 pack for 12” W x 24 H” graphic: TB-ACE-3

OBSERVE PRO
VERSATILE SNAP TOGETHER

SIGNPOST SYSTEM
A versatile, light weight snap 
together design featuring a 
12” diameter base, stylish 
curved header and an 
adjustable brochure holder. 
Both accept 8.5” W x 11” H 
materials. The molded sign 
clamp will hold an 1/8” 
thick mounted graphic.
Order ref: OBS-LP-SYS

VORT-X MINI
MINI TABLETOP BANNER STAND

The Vort-X Mini is a great low cost promotional item for tabletop 
banner stand presentation. Quick and simple assembly make 
it ideal for retail/POP use. Sold in packs of 2.
Graphic size: 12” W x 16.5” H Order ref: VTX-MC

BREEZE
RETRACTABLE TABLETOP 

BANNER STAND
The Breeze is a great 
attention getter! Graphic 
size: 8.125”W x 11.5”H 
plus 1/2” bleed at the 
top and 2” bleed at the 
bottom. Available in Silver.  
Order ref: BREZ-S

INFO CENTERS & TABLETOP BANNER STANDS

OBSERVE GRAND
HEAVY DUTY PEDESTRIAN INFO 

CENTERS
Observe Grand is a sleek info center with a sturdy 
base and adjustable shelf. Extra shelves are 
available. Graphic size: 22” W x 28” H x 1/4” thick
Observe Grand in Silk Black: OBG-B
Observe Grand in Brilliant White: OBG-W
Extra shelf in Black: OBG-SH-B
Extra shelf in White: OB-SH-W

WEDGE
SIGN CLAMP

Cleverly designed, cost 
effective sign support. 
Simple to use. Graphic 
size is variable. Available 
only in Black. (Sign not 
included).
Order ref: WED-B
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LITERATURE RACKS
We offer a wide range of trade show literature racks in three styles:  fully “collapsible” racks, an excellent choice if transportation is your biggest issue; 
“flat packs” and “modular styles” which snap apart for ease of packing.
 

ZEDUP 1
COLLAPSIBLE

The same great features as the 
Zedup 2 in a single width unit. 
Available in textured Black or 
high shine Silver. A soft carry 
bag is included.
ZedUp 1 single width in Black: 
ZD-1-B
ZedUp 1 single width in Silver: 
ZD-1-S

Zedup 1 with optional hard case upgrade
Black unit w/case: ZD-1-HC-B
Silver unit w/case: ZD-1-HC-S
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LITERATURE RACKS
ZEDUP 2

DOUBLE WIDE COLLAPSIBLE
Easy to use 6 pocket literature rack collapses and packs away for ease of 
transportation. Double width units in textured Black or high shine Silver. Hard 
case is included. In Black: ZD-2-B     In Silver: ZD-2-S

INNOVATE
MODULAR

A stylish and practical 10 pocket 
rack. The modular design allows 
you to pack the unit in 3 separate 
parts for reduced shipping size.  
Carry bag included.
Textured Black: INN-B
High shine Silver: INN-S

ZEDUP LITE
COLLAPSIBLE

Lightweight version of the superb 
ZedUp. Constructed from aluminum 
and plastic for reduced weight.
Hard transit case included.
Available only in Silver: ZD-LITE

ILLUSION
COLLAPSIBLE

A fast-folding cantilever rack 
with 4 front facing pockets. 
Available as single or 
double width unit in textured 
Black or high shine Silver. A 
carry bag is included.
Illusion 1 single width
in Black: IL-1-B
Illusion 1 single width
in Silver: IL-1-S
Illusion 2 double width
in Black: IL-2-B
Illusion 2 double width
in Silver: IL-2-S
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10 UP
 FLAT PACK

Strong and stable unit with 10 
pockets in a striking Black and 
Silver combo.
Carry bag included: 10UP-B

SLOPE
FLAT PACK

Stylish and elegant, for impact in any 
surrounding. Packs flat, bag included. 
Black: SLP-B  Silver: SLP-S

REVEAL PRO
MODULAR

Easy to use roll-away fabric literature rack. 
Unbeatable when shipping space is an issue. 
Assembles in seconds and attractively presents 
standard 8.5” x 11” literature with an option of an 
eight pocket model. Bag included. Black: REV-PR-
B    Silver: REV-PR-S
Eight pocket model in Silver: REV-PR-2-S
Eight pocket model in Black: REV-PR-2-B

TITAN
MODULAR

Heavy duty 8 pocket rack, splits into 
3 parts for shipping. Robust design 
is ideal for corporate receptions 
or outdoor road shows. 
Black only: TITN-B

TITAN MINI
TABLETOP

Heavy-duty, double-sided 
version holds 8.5” W x 11” H 
literature.
Black only: TITN-MN-B

JAZZ
MODULAR

An attractive rack with 3 angled pockets 
that allow you to present either landscape 
or portrait literature. Carry bag included.
Black: JAZ-B    Silver: JAZ-S

VICTORY
MODULAR

Slim and attractive with 5 front facing 
pockets and a snap together design. 
Carry bag included.
Textured Black finish: VIC-B   Silver: VIC-S

LITERATURE RACKS
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SIGNATURE
TABLE TOP

sold in packs of 2

Signature One has three pockets, 
8.5” x 11” literature : SIG-1

Signature Two has two pockets, 
8.5” x 11” literature: SIG-2

Signature Three has three pockets 
4.25” x 11” literature: SIG-3

Signature Four has four pockets 
4.25” x 11” literature:  SIG-4

SIGNATURE
TABLE TOP

sold in packs of 2

LITERATURE POCKETS, SIGN FRAMES

SYNERGY
DOUBLE SIDED SIGNBOARD
Our double sided, A frame 
signboard accepts 24”W x 
34”H graphics or posters. 
Aluminum components in 
an anodized silver finish, 
designed for indoor or 
outdoor use!
Order ref: SYN-2

TRAPPA 2
SNAP EDGE POSTER FRAMING SYSTEMS

Deluxe framing system with mitered corners in a beautiful, anodized silver 
finish. Trappa “snaps” open to change messages or graphics quickly and 
easily. Available in a range of standard sizes and our custom “made to 
measure services.”

TRAPPA
SNAP EDGE POSTER FRAMING SYSTEMS

A framing system that looks equally great in a corporate lobby or exhibit 
environment! Available in either a deluxe anodized Silver or Black. Trappa 
“snaps” open to change messages or graphics quickly and easily. Available 
in a range of standard sizes and our custom “made to measure services.”

LEADER
The LEADER is a versatile pedestrian guidance system featuring a retract-
able ‘seat belt’ style barrier. Each barrier can be linked to the next bar-
rier to direct traffic flow.  Sold as a set of two units the system is available 
with a black post and red leader belt.  Maximum length of each belt is 
82”.  The heavy steel base features a non-skid bottom. Order ref: LDR-R-1

OASIS
EXHIBIT BAG HOLDER

A handy,  3 arm collapsible 
bag dispenser in a shiny 
silver finish. Order ref: OASIS
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FAST FOLDING DISPLAY PANELS: VOYAGER

All units are shown with Velcro detachable 
graphics. Header options shown with VY-3 
and VY-4 are available for all models.

VOYAGER
BRIEFCASE DISPLAY SYSTEM

The Voyager has been specially developed as a briefcase style table top display and is 
a great choice for promotions on the go. It has a rigid, thermo formed ABS exterior and 
a black, Velcro compatible fabric interior. All Voyager systems have a Lifetime Warranty 
on parts & workmanship. All graphics remain on the Voyager during transport.

Voyager Mega kit (large): VY-3
Open dimensions: 32”H x 48”W

CUSTOMIZE! Maximize your marketing efforts! 
Brand the exterior of your Voyager to match your 
company and/or product colors. Minimum order of 
12 kits required. Call for details.

VY-4

VY-1

VY-2

VY-3

Voyager Supreme kit (x-large): VY-4
Open dimensions: 24”H x 64”W

Voyager Mini kit (small): VY-1
Open dimensions: 18”H x 48”W

Voyager Maxi kit (medium): VY-2
Open dimensions: 24”H x 48”W

Carry your Voyager hands-free by adding a 
water-resistant canvas carrying bag, which 
stores a header, extra graphics & literature.

VOYAGER CARRY BAG
Order ref:
Voyager Mini: VY-1-BG
Voyager Maxi: VY-2-BG
Voyager Mega: VY-3-BG
Voyager Supreme: VY-4-BG
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DISPLAY PANELS: HORIZON FAST FOLDING

The Horizon series offers a choice of fabric textures and colors for front and 
back and includes some great free standing display options. Main panel sizes 
are approx 2’x 3’ but custom sized panel displays are available. (Speak with 
your display supplier regarding color choices)

HORIZON 6
SIX PANEL KIT

This floor standing display  kit is a great “on the road” presentation 
system. Kit comes in a choice of fabric color finishes, header & a 
carry bag. Choose your fabric colors then order: HZ-6

STANDARD TABLETOP KIT
Three panels plus a header. Kit comes in a choice of fabric color 
finishes & a carry bag. Choose your fabric colors then order: HZ-TT-S

HORIZON 7
SEVEN PANEL KIT WITH
TRIANGULAR TABLETOP

This floor standing 
display kit has the great 
added benefit of a built 
in triangular tabletop. 
(Image shows slot-wall 
panel option). Choose 
your fabric colors then 
order your complete kit 
with header, tabletop 
and bag: HZ-7

HORIZON 8
 EIGHT PANEL KIT

Complete back wall 
with two headers! This 
kit is a “trade show 
booth on the move” 
with a wide range of 
fabric color choices. 
Comes complete with 
carry bag. Choose 
your fabric colors then 
order your kit: HZ-8

DELUXE TABLETOP MASTER
Kit comes in a choice of fabric color finishes & a carry bag. 
Choose your fabric colors then order: HZ-TT-M
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DISPLAY PANELS: HERO FAST FOLDING
HERO

PREMIUM PORTABLE EXHIBIT PANEL KITS
Hero portable folding panels offer the convenience of folding panels with elegant, 
seamless panel construction. This system offers concealed hinges, lightweight durability 
and superb craftsmanship. Panels are constructed of an ultra light core material and 
covered on both sides with polyester fabric. Full height exhibits can be used separately 
as two tabletop units! The unique 2” radius curved ends lend a polished appearance. 

HERO H02-1
TABLETOP DISPLAY

HERO H02-2
TABLETOP DISPLAY WITH

CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H10

HERO H03
TABLETOP DISPLAY WITH

BACKLIT HEADERBACKLIT HEADER

HERO H04
TABLETOP DISPLAY WITH BACKLIT
HEADER AND CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H05
TABLETOP DISPLAY

HERO H06
TABLETOP DISPLAY WITH

BACKLIT HEADER

HERO H07
TABLETOP DISPLAY WITH BACKLIT
HEADER AND CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H08
TABLETOP DISPLAY WITH BACKLIT
HEADER AND CURVED ENDCAPS

Vibrant, backlit header panels 
add visual excitement to your 
display. A zippered storage bag 
is available as an option: H-BAG
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DISPLAY PANELS: HERO FAST FOLDING

HERO H09
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH

CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H12-1
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH CURVED ENDCAPS

AND BACKLIT HEADER

HERO H14
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH

CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H10
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH CURVED
ENDCAPS AND BACKLIT HEADER

HERO H12-2
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH CURVED

ENDCAPS, COUNTER AND BACKLIT HEADER

HERO H15-1
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH CURVED ENDCAPS

AND BACKLIT HEADER

HERO H11
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH

CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H13
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH

CURVED ENDCAPS

HERO H15-2
FULL HEIGHT EXHIBIT WITH CURVED

ENDCAPS, COUNTER AND BACKLIT HEADER
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The fold-away and easy to assemble Physique line is a great solution for trade show counters 
and display platforms. All systems offer a wide selection of both fabric styles and colors. 
Counters and platforms look great when dressed up with breathtaking graphic wraps!

PHYSIQUE LITE
COUNTERS AND PLATFORMS IN BASIC SHAPES

Physique Lite counters are extremely lightweight 
and simple to assemble. They are available in a 
variety of fabric finishes and 4 basic shapes. Each 
kit comes packed in a handy carry bag.

Oval
Counter:
PHY-L-O

Square
Counter:
PHY-L-S

Circular
Counter:
PHY-L-C

Triangular
Counter:
PHY-L-T

 FAST FOLDING PANELS/COUNTERS

EFX-2801

EFEX
ECONOMY TABLETOP FOLDING DISPLAY KITS

The EFEX 28”W x 35”H panel panel system is a light-weight, fabric covered tabletop display at real 
“value for money” prices. The 2802 model features an additional 12”H, full width header.  

EFX-2802

Panel kits are available in a choice of three basic fabric color combinations: Red/Black, 
Blue/Grey or Red/Blue (custom fabric colors or custom sized panels are available on 
quantity orders). Bag included.
2801 Three panel kit: EFX-2801
2802 Three panel kit with header: EFX-2802

The 2801 model offers a three-in-a-line 
panel configuration
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PHYSIQUE TRADE SHOW COUNTERS

Galileo comes complete with a molded 
case & your choice of fabric colors.
Order ref: PHY-GAL

CAMPAIGN
INDOOR & OUTDOOR

ROAD SHOW
PROMOTIONAL COUNTER

Quick assembly with strong, easy 
to clean plastic parts make the 
Campaign great for retail promotion. 
Kit comes complete with a handy 
carry bag, set of poles and an eye 
catching header.
Order ref: CP-B1

Ulysses comes complete with a molded 
case & your choice of fabric colors.
Order ref: PHY-ULS

PHYSIQUE COUNTERS
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EXPANDING DISPLAY SYSTEMS: POPUPS
The Coyote popup display system combines strength, reliability and style. It features several unique advantages over other similar Popup display systems, 
especially its light weight and simplistic ease of use. Compared with complicated “snap in” channel bars and delicate locking/locating systems, the 
Coyote uses state of the art “Rare Earth Neo Magnets” on both its channel bars and locking/location systems. These make it very quick and simple to 
erect and take down, with practically no “easy to break” parts. Full display systems are offered in a wide choice of configurations from basic tabletop 
kits to full 20’ long displays. All Coyote displays are offered as curved or straight systems, single or double sided and offer the option of combining with 
either breath taking seamless graphic mural panels or versatile “Velcro friendly” fabric panels.

Magnetic channel bars simply snap into place in moments to form a rigid structure for your fabric or graphic mural panels.Fast and easy to assemble, the Coyote Popup display frame is both light weight and strong.

Case converts to a counter

With the Coyote, spectacular graphic mural panels are simple to install.
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EXPANDING DISPLAY SYSTEMS: POPUPS

1x1 tabletop kit for
desk top presentation
Footprint dimensions:
30.625” H x 45.5” W x 12.5” D

2x3 full height slim-line
display system
Footprint dimensions:
87.56” H x 73” W x 19.25” D

Standard Horseshoe full exhibit system
Footprint dimensions:
87.56” H x 113” W x 54” D

Deluxe Horseshoe full exhibit system
Footprint dimensions:
87.56” H x 193.5” W x 59.5” D

2x1 tabletop kit for larger
desk top presentation
Footprint dimensions:
30.625” H x 73” W x 19.25” D

3x2 tabletop kit for larger
desk top presentation
Footprint dimensions:
59.375” H x 97.25” W x 25” D

2x2 tabletop kit for maximum
desk top presentation
Footprint dimensions:
59.375” H x 73” W x 19.25” D

3x3 full height standard
display system
Footprint dimensions:
87.56” H x 97.25” W x 25” D

4x3 full height standard
display system
Footprint dimensions:
87.56” H x 118” W x 36.5” D

Gull-wing full trade show exhibit system
Footprint dimensions: 
87.56” H x 231” W X 41” D

Serpentine full trade show exhibit system
Footprint dimensions:
87.56” H x 217.75” W x 60.5” D

Magnetic channel bars simply snap into place in moments to form a rigid structure for your fabric or graphic mural panels.
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The Coyote shelf kit assembles 
in seconds and comes 
complete with two clear 
acrylic shelves which can be 
used either horizontally or at 
45 degree angles. 
(Only available for use with 
‘curved’ Coyote popup display. 
Shelf kit does not fit into OCP 
oval molded popup case)

COYOTE INTERNAL 
SHELF KIT

Our professionally finished 
internal shelf kit offers you the 
option of presenting products 
or marketing literature directly 
from the front face of your 
Coyote popup display.

COYOTE BUBBLE
PANEL OPTION

Add a new dimension to your Coyote 
Popup display system with a forward 
facing, convex bubble panel. Panel can 
be fabric, OPAQUE graphic or even a rear 
illuminated graphic. 
(Lighting kits for rear illuminated bubble 
panel, sold separately) Panel and 
hardware can be stored with display in 
conventional OCP oval molded popup 
case.

CASE TO COUNTER CONVERSION KIT
Not only does the OCP oval molded popup case offer internal storage for lighting and 
great all around protection for your Coyote or Spyder popup display system– it can also 
be converted into a useful and attractive counter! The case comes complete with a solid 
writing surface which can be secured to the top and then either a fabric or graphic wrap 
can be applied to the outer face to create a dynamic counter or product platform. (C2C 
Fabric or graphic wrap sold separately).

OPTIONAL LIGHTING
The Lumina 200 and Lumina 7 offer a 
good, all around solution for illuminating 
your Coyote or Spyder popup exhibit.

EXPANDING DISPLAY SYSTEMS: POPUPS
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SPYDER ELITE
POPUP DISPLAY SYSTEM

The Spyder is quite possibly one of the most advanced 
popup display systems on the market!  It offers the very 
best in up to date display technology and state of the art 
materials– featuring fully magnetic locking arms, panel 
hangers and channel bars. The Spyder is extremely 
fast to assemble and the internal ‘web’ cross bracing 
provides the additional strength and rigidity for a nearly 
unbeatable finished appearance.
The Spyder is available with fabric panels, as shown, or as 
full graphic mural kits.

3X3 kit with fabric panels

Only available as 3X3 and 4X3 curved exhibit kits.

3X3 kit with fabric panels 4X3 kit with fabric panels

Extremely fast assembly with a strong, rigid frame.

The Spyder is the ultimate choice for sophisticated exhibit presentation!
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TENSION FABRIC EXHIBIT SYSTEM

Tension fabric systems are the next generation in 
large format graphic displays. These light weight 
systems are highly portable and easy to set up, 
offering maximum impact with minimal fuss!

HOPUP
PORTABLE DISPLAY

The HopUp has a light weight, 
heavy duty frame that can suspend 
a fabric graphic mural. It sets up 
in seconds and can be packed 
away just as quickly! Available in 
three convenient sizes.
6’ wide tabletop system : HOP-6-T-S
8’ wide system: HOP-8-S
10’ wide system: HOP-10-S

8’ wide system

The durable fabric graphic 
image stays attached to 
the aluminum frame for 
fast and efficient use.

A carry bag is included 
with all units.

6’ wide system

FORMULATE 1
Vertically curved 10’ wide tension fabric exhibit structure: FMLT-1
Wrap-around tabletop in Silver finish: FMLT-TT-S   Wood finish: FMLT-TT-W
(Tabletop sold separately)

FORMULATE 2
Horizontally curved 10’ wide tension fabric exhibit structure: FMLT-2
Clamp-on literature pocket: FMLT-LP (pocket sold separately)

Kits come complete with a 
molded transit case. (Note: 
options and upgrades 
may not fit in the case)
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HERO
MOLDED CASE

Store and transport your 
Hero panel exhibit in this 
optional molded hard 
case.
Order ref: OCH

CUSTOM
CARRY BAGS

Choose from a wide assortment 
of standard carry bags or take 
advantage of our full custom 
carry bag service. Give us a 
call for custom sized bags!

OCL OCS

The OCP Molded case converts easily into an 
attractive and useful counter! Case to counter fabric 
conversion (choice of fabric colors): OCP-C2C-F

OCS

OCL

THE OCP
POPUP AND GENERAL PURPOSE TRANSIT CASE

The OCP incorporates state of the art blow molding 
technology to create a strong yet lightweight 
case. Features include reliable built in wheels, 
handle and internal storage in the lid for standard 
flood lights or accessories. Easily converts into a 
counter or podium.  Order ref: OCP

Protect your investment by storing and transporting
your exhibit and graphics in our high quality molded cases.

THE OCS AND OCL
GRAPHIC AND ACCESSORY SHIPPING CASES

The OCS and OCL graphic and accessory 
shipping cases are tough, blow molded cases 
that offer maximum protection for your trade 
show graphics. Available in two sizes, with 
reliable built in wheels and an easy to grip 
molded handle.
Small molded graphic case (interior dimensions:14” 
diameter X 39.5”H): OCS
Large molded graphic case (interior dimensions:14” 
diameter X 50.75”H): OCL

MOLDED CASES
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EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
We offer a wide range of “off the shelf” kits for a variety of booth sizes and configurations. Professionally manufactured in the U.S.A, Orbital Expo-Truss 
Extreme will give your next trade show the amazing look of a full custom designed exhibit, but at a fraction of the cost. 

VALUE FOR MONEY!
Each kit comes complete with all the parts, fixtures and fittings that you need to build your successful exhibit. With Orbital Expo-Truss Extreme you 
get much more than just the structure! Where indicated in the brochure, kits also come with stylish 50 watt, low voltage spot lights and adjustable 
tabletops in two choices of style and finish– textured silver or beech wood. The entire exhibit comes neatly packaged in re-usable, heavy-duty 
plastic molded freight cases, so that you can get the most out of your system, time after time.

VERSATILE!
Trade show spaces can change and so can your exhibit needs. Every Orbital Expo-Truss Extreme kit is completely modular, which allows you to 
reconfigure it over and over in many combinations that adapt to your changing needs. Have the versatility and impact of a “new look” for every show!

QUICK AND SIMPLE!
The simple, easy to use design of Orbital Expo-Truss Extreme makes exhibiting trouble-free. Kits are supplied with a full set of color coded assembly instructions.
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ORBITAL EXTREME™ EXPO TRUSS 10’X10’ KITS

1

PLUTO 10’ x 10’ KIT CASTOR 10’ x 10’ KIT

SIRIUS 10’ x 10’ KIT MARS 10’ x 10’ KIT

MERCURY 10’ x 10’ KIT CYGNUS 10’ x 10’ CORNER UNIT KIT
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ORBITAL EXTREME EXPO™ TRUSS 10’X20’ KITS

LYRA 10’ x 10’ CORNER UNIT KIT CARINA 10’ x 10’ KIT

CETUS 10’ x 10’ KIT LYNX 10’ x 10’ KIT

HYDRUS 10’ x 20’ KIT SATURN 10’ x 20’ KIT

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE
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ORBITAL EXTREME™ EXPO TRUSS 10’X20’ KITS

ARCTURUS 10’ x 20’ KIT VENUS 10’ x 20’ KIT

ANDROMEDA 10’ x 20’ KIT POLARIS 10’ x 20’ KIT

ANTARES 10’ x 20’ KIT MAGELLAN 10’ x 20’ 

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE
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PHOENIX 10’ x 20’ KIT OMICRON 10’ x 20’ KIT

ELECTRA 10’ x 20’ KIT INDUS 10’ x 20’ KIT

CASSIOPEIA 20’ x 20’ KIT JUPITER 20’ x 20’ KIT

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

ORBITAL EXTREME™ EXPO TRUSS 10’X20’ & 20’X20’ KITS
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ORBITAL EXTREME TM EXPO TRUSS 20’ X 20’ KITS
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ORION 20’ x 20’ KIT VEGA 20’ x 20’ KIT

NEPTUNE 10’ x 20’ KIT CENTAURUS 20’ x 20’ KIT

ALTAIR 20’ x 20’ KIT TUCANA 20’ x 20’ 

ORBITAL EXTREME™ EXPO TRUSS 20’X20’ KITS
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ORBITAL EXTREME™ EXPO TRUSS 20’X20’ KITS

CANIS 20’ x 20’ KIT

DORADO 20’ x 20’ KIT

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE

NEW
45º

CURVE
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ORBITAL EXTREME™ EXPO TRUSS ACESSORIES

LITERATURE 
RACK

TRUSS ACCESSORY
A sensational 10 pocket 
clamp-on literature rack 
with a sleek design. 
Note: rack may not fit 
into the standard kit 
packaging solution/
molded case: OR-STG

INTERNAL SHELVING
 TRUSS ACCESSORY

Optional internal shelving solutions are available in 3 widths and 2 
laminated finishes, Silver or wood.
24” span in Silver: OR-IS-24-S 
24” span in wood (as shown): OR-IS-24-WD 
36” span in Silver (as shown): OR-IS-36-S  36” span in wood: OR-IS-36-WD
46” span in Silver: OR-IS-46-S    46” span in wood: OR-IS-46-WD

LAMINATE TABLETOPS
 TRUSS ACCESSORY

Fully adjustable tabletops in your choice of 2 hard wearing laminate finishes.
Standard Silver: OR-TBL-S or Standard wood: OR-TBL-WD

OCO & OCF
FREIGHT CASES

These large, general 
purpose freight cases are 
designed for heavy use with 
national and international 
exhibit freight shipments. 
Both the OCO (round) and 
OCF (rectangular) offer 
maximum protection for 
your exhibit materials. Both 
cases are stackable and 
can be moved on built-in 
casters or with a forklift.

OPTI-MOUNT
 TILTING LCD & PLASMA SCREEN

MOUNTING BRACKETS
LCD mounting that brackets provide easy fingertip adjustment of 
viewing angles up to a 30°. Available only in a silver finish.

Opti-mount 1 (15”-30” LCD’s): OR-LCD-1-S
Weight capacity: 30 lbs.
Opti-mount 2 (14”-40” LCD’s): OR-LCD-2-S
Weight capacity: 80 lbs.
Opti-mount 3 (30”-50” LCD’s): OR-LCD-3-S
Weight capacity: 130 lbs.

OPTI-MOUNT 2OPTI-MOUNT 1 OPTI-MOUNT 3

Heavy duty round
freight case: OCO

Heavy duty
rectangular
freight case: OCF

SPACE
 EXHIBIT FURNITURE

The sleek Space bar table and stools are 
comfortable, functional and ultra stylish. 
The silver metallic finish blends well with 
the Orbital Extreme Truss system and many 
other displays. Stools are sold in packs of 2.
Space bar stool: BAR-LBS-S
Space table: BAR-T-S

EXPO-DECK
EXHIBIT SNAP FLOORING

Low cost, snap together, load bearing exhibit 
flooring that is solvent, oil and weather resistant. 

Supplied as 12” x 12” tiles that are 
available in a raised circular pattern 
in Black: SNF-B or a diamond plate 
pattern in Silver: SNF-S. Full kits with 
tapered edges are available.
10’ x 10’ Silver: SNF-10x10-S
10’ x 10’ Black: SNF-10x10-B
10’ x 20’ Silver: SNF-10x20-S 
10’ x 20’ Black: SNF-10x20-B
20’ x 20’ Silver: SNF-20x20-S 
20’ x 20’ Black: SNF-20x20-B

Silver scallop: OR-TT2-L-S (left hand) or Silver scallop: OR-TT2-R-S (right hand)
Wood scallop: OR-TT2-L-WD (left hand) Wood scallop: OR-TT2-R-WD (right hand)



LUMINA 1
Low voltage 50 watt spot light with 
stylish “goose neck” arm. Available in 
both Silk Black and deluxe Chrome 
finishes. Mounts horizontally.  Order ref: 
Silk Black LUM-1-B, Chrome: LUM-1-C

LUMINA 3
Low voltage, 50 watt Chrome  spotlight 
with a stylish Black head and 
“telescopic” arms. Extends from 7”-22” 
long. Order ref: LUM-3

LUMINA 4
Low voltage, 50 watt Chrome  spotlight 
with a deluxe “ringed” head and 
“telescopic” arms. Extends from 7”-22” 
long. Order ref: LUM-4

LUMINA 2
Low voltage 35 watt “slender” spot light 
which mounts to a vertical pole and is 
only available in an attractive brushed 
stainless steel finish. Order ref: LUM-2

LUMINA 5
Low voltage, 50 watt spotlight 
with a deluxe Chrome head and 
“telescopic” arms. Extends from 7”-22” 
long. Order ref: LUM-5

LUMINA 6
Low voltage, 50 watt spotlight with 
stylish curved twin arms. Available in 
Silk Black only. Order ref: LUM-6

LUMINA 7
Incandescent 110v fixture with a 
dovetail mount. Shown with an 
optional 50 watt spotlight. Available in 
Silk Black only. Order ref: LUM-7

LUMINA 8
12 Volt spot light with straight arm and 
adjustable head. Light includes 110 volt 
UL approved transformer, 50 watt bulb 
and universal fittings kit. 17” long (431.8 
mm) from end to end. Order ref: LUM-8-
B Silk Black, LUM-8-C Painted Silver

LUMINA 9
12 Volt spot light with straight arm 
and adjustable head and tail. 
Light includes 110 volt UL approved 
transformer, 50 watt bulb and universal 
fittings kit. 19.5” long (495.3 mm) from 
end to end. Available in a painted 
Silver finish. Order ref: LUM-9

LUMINA 10
12 Volt spot light with straight arm 
and adjustable head and tail. 
Light includes 110 volt UL approved 
transformer, 50 watt bulb and universal 
fittings kit. 20” long (508 mm) from end 
to end. Order ref: LUM-10 Available in 
a painted Silver finish.

LUMINA 11
12 Volt spot light with straight arm 
and adjustable head and tail. 
Light includes 110 volt UL approved 
transformer, 50 watt bulb and 
universal fittings kit. 19” long (482.6 
mm) from end to end. Order ref: LUM-
11 Available in a painted Silver finish.

LUMINA 12
12 Volt spot light with focus angle arm and 
adjustable head and tail. Light includes 
110 volt UL approved transformer, 50 watt 
bulb and universal fittings kit. 18.5” long 
(470 mm) from end to end. Order ref: 
LUM-12-C Arm is a painted Silver finish, 
head is a high shine Chrome finish.
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LUMINA 13 
12 Volt spot light with straight arm 
and adjustable head and tail. 
Light includes 110 volt UL approved 
transformer, 50 watt bulb and universal 
fittings kit. 20” long (508 mm) from end 
to end. Available in a painted Silver 
finish. Order ref: LUM-13

LUMINA 200
110 Volt ETL approved wall- washer 
floodlight with a straight arm and 
adjustable head. Light includes 200 watt 
halogen bulb. 19.5” long (495.3 mm) 
from end to end. Available in a Silk Black 
finish. Order ref: LUM-200-ORL

LUMINA TRK 1
12 Volt track light system. Kit includes 
47.25” power track, 3 individual spot 
lights with adjustable heads, 110 volt 
UL approved transformer and (3) 50 
watt bulbs. 47.25” long (493.3 mm) 
from end to end. Available in Silk 
Black or a  painted Silver finish.
Order ref: LUM-TRK1

LUMINA P1
12 Volt ‘PUC down-lighter’ system. Kit 
includes (2) angle adjustable PUC 
lights, connecting cables, 110 volt 
UL approved transformer and (2) 20 
watt bulbs. Light fixture is 2.37” wide 
& 3.12” high. Available in a Brushed 
Silver Nickel finish. Order ref: LUM-P1

LUMINA P3
12 Volt ‘PUC down-lighter’ system. Kit 
includes (2) PUC lights, connecting 
cables, 110 volt UL approved 
transformer and (2) 50 watt bulbs.  
Light fixture is 3.125” in diameter. 
Available in a Brushed Silver Nickel 
finish. Order ref: LUM-P3

LUMINA P4
12 Volt ‘PUC down-lighter’ system. Kit 
includes (2) angle adjustable PUC 
lights, connecting cables, 110 volt 
UL approved transformer and (2) 35 
watt bulbs. Light fixture is 3.5” square. 
Available in a Silver Chrome finish. 
Order ref: LUM-P4
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SYNTHESIS REVOLVER 3
MINI ROTATING LIGHTBOX

Mini tabletop motorized rotating 
lightbox in a medium grey plastic finish. 
Uses standard 110v power supply and 
measures 14.5” from base to top.
Order ref: SYNTH-REV-3
Graphic size: 8.5”W X 11.5”H

SYNTHESIS REVOLVER 4
ROTATING LIGHTBOX

A versatile, wall or truss mounted rotating lightbox in 
a medium grey plastic finish. Rear support beams 
make for easy installation on a wall or most types 
of truss.  Uses a standard 110v power supply and 
measures 26.5” from base to top. Comes complete 
with mounting brackets. 
Order ref: SYNTH-REV-4
Graphic size: 8.5”W X 25.625”H

SYNTHESIS FAST-MAG
12 Volt, wall mountable lightbox, featuring 
a magnetic aluminum frame. Available 
in (4) sizes, kits include built-in CCFL 
bulbs, connecting cable and 110 volt UL 
approved transformer with back & side 
plug ports. Overall graphic size is shown.
Order ref: 
SYNTH-FM-1 (graphic: 8”H x11.375”W)
SYNTH-FM-2 (graphic: 11.5”H x 16.25”W)
SYNTH-FM-3 (graphic: 16.25”H x 23.125”W)
SYNTH-FM-4 (graphic: 23.25”H x  32.75”W)

SYNTHESIS PRO CCFL
Exceptionally styled acrylic lightboxes 
w/polished, beveled edges with chrome 
silver fittings and a standard 110v power 
supply. Synthesis 1 and 2 come with both 
wall mounts and tabletop legs. Synthesis 3 
is a tabletop only unit, Synthesis 4 is for wall 
mounting only.
Micro: (B6) Graphic size: 8”W X 6”H  Order ref: SYNTH-PR-1
Small: (A4) Graphic size: 10.5”W X 8”H  Order ref: SYNTH-PR-2
Med: (A3) Graphic size: 12.75”W X 9.25”H  Order ref: SYNTH-PR-3
Large: (A2) Graphic size: 20”W X 14.25”H  Order ref: SYNTH-PR-4

LUMINA SPARE BULB KIT
(2) 50 watt low voltage spare bulbs 
in a padded, protective EVA formed 
case. Order ref: LUM-BULB

UNIVERSAL LIGHT CLAMP KIT
Kit comes standard with the Lumina 
1,3,4,5 & 6 & allows our lights to fit 
a majority of banner, truss & panel 
systems. Order ref: UNI-LT-CLP

EVA case with foam-lined padded compartments. 
Stores (2) lights. Designed for use with most 
Lumina series lights. (Excluding Lumina 6) EVA 
semi-rigid lighting case. Order ref: FLD-CASE

This well structured and padded EVA formed case 
is an ideal way to store and protect your lighting 
investment. Case holds 2 low voltage spotlights 
and power supplies. Order ref: SPT-CASE

REQUEST A FULL CATALOG OF LUMINOSITY LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
OR VISIT US ON THE WEB AT: WWW.LUMINOSITY-LIGHTING.COM.

LUMINA 
FLD CASE

LUMINA 
SPT CASE
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USA
The USA range of flat surface, wall 
mountable ‘wayfinding’ signage systems 
can be used in both the vertical and 
horizontal positions and  feature a high 
quality aluminum extruded body with 
impact modified, plastic molded end caps. 
Available in anodized Silver and satin Black 
finishes, each system offers choices in both 
width and length and comes complete with 
fixings ready for immediate application.

USASM Wall Mount Sign
The USASM is a double-sided, sidewall 
mountable ‘wayfinding’ signage system 
that is typically used in the horizontal 
position but can be used as a vertical 
sign as well. USASM features a high quality 
aluminum extruded body with impact 
modified plastic molded end caps and 
a two-part steel wall mounting bracket. 
Available in anodized Silver and silk Black 
finishes, each system offers choices in both 
width and length and comes complete 
with the wall mounting bracket. (Custom 
lengths are available)

USAD Desk Sign 
The USAD is a desktop variation of the 
USA flatwall, ‘way finding’ signage system. 
Available only in the 4.72” profile as a 
horizontal sign, the USAD features a high 
quality aluminum extruded body with 
impact modified plastic molded end caps 
that double as feet for table or desktop use. 
Available in anodized Silver and silk Black 
finishes, the USAD range offers several 
choices of standard lengths and comes 
complete and ready for immediate use. 
(Custom lengths are available)
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REQUEST A FULL SIGNPRO SYSTEMS CATALOG OF DISCOUNT MODULAR 
WAYFINDING SYSTEMS OR VISIT US ON THE WEB AT: WWW.SIGNPROSYSTEMS.COM
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USAF Wall Mount Sign
The USAF  is a range of double-sided, sidewall 
mountable ‘way finding’ signage systems that 
are typically used in the horizontal position. 
USAF is ideally suited for vinyl cut lettering 
and features a rectangular aluminum 
extruded body with impact modified plastic 
molded end caps, one of which doubles 
as a sidewall mounting bracket.  Available 
in anodized Silver only, each system offers 
choices in lengths ranging from 5” up to 16”. 
(Custom lengths are available)

The USAT
The USAT range of flat surface, wall 
mountable ‘wayfinding’ signage systems 
can be used in both the vertical and 
horizontal positions and  feature a double-
sided, triangular aluminum extruded body 
with impact modified plastic molded 
end caps. Available in anodized Silver 
and silk Black finishes, this stylish ‘easy 
view’ system is offered in a wide choice 
of standard lengths ranging from 5” up to 
20.”  (Custom lengths are available)

USAM
A range of multiple USA signage systems, 
connected together to offer useful signage 
combinations. The USAM is a flat surface, 
horizontal or vertical, wall mountable 
system featuring a high quality, aluminum 
extruded body with impact modified 
plastic molded end caps. Available in 
anodized Silver and silk Black finishes. 
Each USAM system comes complete with 
adhesive acrylic mounting tapes. (Custom 
lengths are available) 
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